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Epigraph

Though much is taken, much abides; and though

We are not now that strength which in old days

Moved earth and heaven, 

That which we are, we are,

One equal temper of heroic hearts,

Made weak by time and fate, 

But strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
   

    LORD TENNYSON, ULYSSES



Foreword
I have always struggled to express my thoughts and 
emotions coherently. A constant sense of shame 
and sometimes of dread always followed me every 
time I opened my mouth. In the last few years, I 
have speculated that this may have to do with my 
lack of roots. 

This is why I was pleasantly surprised to find that try  
as I might, I could not improve on these poems 
written 15, 20 and even 25 years ago. The verse 
flows along well in some of the poems, but is a little 
rough and sometimes even awkward, but I wouldn’t 
be able to better this today. 

There is such a rush for ‘professional growth’ these  
days that we have stopped having meaningful  
conversation as a species. The very idea of  
publishing this collection has me talking to people 
around me in longer conversations. 

And this is what I hope it will do to you. I invite you 
to respond at your leisure, pleasure, and in sub-
stantial measure (to borrow a phrase from Rohit). 
Welcome to my world. I hope to find echoes and 
developed versions of these thoughts from you.
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A New Dawn?

The valley laments its distance from the Sky

As the heart looks up to the stars

And sighs out a longing

Disguised as a wish.

How much longer, my Lord,

Before my eyes accept darkness?

How much longer before I dream?

How much longer before peace reigns  
my Being?

------------------

Look up to the stars, sweet child,

And let darkness hold up your face,

And soothe you, cajole you,

And fathom the tears

That cut through your heart
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The Grey Morning
# 23 16-01-1995 0140-0200 AM 

With a Valley to view, Nature to talk to,

The ephemeral haziness to feel, and  
charisma to admire,

The cottage heralded unobtrusively

The world of which it was part,

And one it heralded.

Drawing from the path 
the luminescence of His eyes,

He opened them in the sunlight that  
the grey clouds allowed him.

Marvelled he that he had Life,

Marvelled he that Beauty surrounded him;

Fulfilled the worldly needs drenched, as he 
always was, in his eternal bliss,

Awakened gently his children,

To help him bake his bread of content,

Infecting the horizon with its smoke.
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Many a traveler passed his Home,

Gladdened their Hearts with a cheer  
he spared,

Going on for the Rock that awaited them.

There now He spots, sagged shoulders and 
eyes drooped,

A countenance with all the freckles of Fate 
upon Fate looped.

Milk is offered, and so is Wine;

Thrown on him is a cheerful smile

That he cherishes yet hesitates to return,

Caught as he is, in his dark tavern,

Posing thus, a challenge to His powers,

That He so readily accepts with grace.

Opened is the Garden to the weary  
traveler’s looks,

Forcing him unto a marvel, leading him away 
from the dark nooks

Of his melancholy;

And then he departs, with a friend’s  
promise of a return soon.
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Comes to the Owner a shattered Soul,

All his attention on tragedies of Old,

That encompasses his view.

With a sigh he stops, holding the latch  
to the gate ‘twixt ‘em,

And scarcely a greeting later,

Laments he, “’Tis Grey, sure.”

Thrown open is the gate,

Set is the twinkle in the Owner’s eyes,

And with arms wide welcoming,

The poor soul is greeted thus,

“Nay, ‘tis morning, mature.”
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Thence Flows Life...
# 24 18-03-1995 TO 21-03-1995

Striding along at the Break,

Bringing Hope in its wake,

Comes Morning, dancing in the Golden Drops 
that make it so,

And wondering, ‘O Night, were ever ye real?’

Shimmering through the glass azure,

Slowly does the day mature,

With the firmness of Free Will,

An occasional shroud hampering its way,

Yet it goes on still, to brighten lives,

Through the passion of the afternoon;

Conjuring up spirits, to empower them with 
sovereignty,

And the message of Life.
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In its own majestic empire does the  
sun descend,

To face the inevitable, settling heavy on  
the horizon,

Oozing out tranquility, in its crimson attire,

Through the hazy limits of the infinite blue.

Like Free Lives do the birds fly,

Traversing the skyline, I know not why,

The World – it fleets from the eyes,

Gently though, drawn aside by the silver  
cascade of the rising moon;

Plaints, griefs, melancholy – all swoon,

To dissolve into oblivion.

And Now, quiet flows the Night,

Awesome, soothing to the sight;

Leaves rustle and sigh,

Brought to stirs by the breezing neigh,

Echoing the hearts of the stars,

That twinkle amidst darkness,

To give light, that the hopeless may harness.
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The Stillness, broken by a confession,

Like Death and Eternity disturbed by  
mortal invasion 

Of an occasional breath?

O Night, the Ultimate Conquerer,

Dost thou now rise to thy prime,

Ye, who seemed inconceivable, only a trickle of 
Time ago?

Rule, O the dark shroud, scale the infinite,

That these words may lose their might,

And dissolve into thee – the Holder of the Reins 
of Life,

That goes on to herald another Morning.
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Does the journey of a Soul compare with the  

passing of a day? Does it depend on Time, or, as 

Hesse describes, Time and its passage are merely 

illusions? These poems explore these questions, 

and F E E L their way through the journey of a Soul 

as it passes from one body to another. Keep your 

losses and gains aside, for they do not matter.  

All that matters are the colours of the day as  

they pass through our souls. Breathe, and feel it 

within you.
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